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WEIGHTED INEQUALITIES FOR THE DISC MULTIPLIER

KENNETH F. ANDERSEN

Abstract. Charles Fefferman has shown that the disc multiplier is not a bounded

operator on //(If), n > 1, p *£ 2. On the other hand, Carl Herz has shown that

when this operator is restricted to radial functions in R", it is bounded in L'(R")

provided p satisfies 2n/(n + 1) < p < 2n/(n - 1). In this paper, sufficient condi-

tions on the weight function <•> are given in order that the disc multiplier restricted

to radial functions should be bounded in Z/(R", <o(|Ar|)). When applied to power

weights co(r) = r" these conditions are also necessary.

1. Introduction and statement of results. Let / denote the Fourier-Plancherel

transform of / G L2(R") and then define the disc multiplier operator Tn on L2(R")

by

(TjY(x)= \Âx)   tfl^K1'
V  *" y }      \0 if|x|> 1.

It is well known that Tx extends to a bounded linear operator from LP(R) to itself if

1 <p < oo but that for « > 1, T„ is bounded on LP(R") only if p = 2. This last

fact is C. Fefferman's celebrated negative resolution of the disc conjecture [2]. On

the other hand, I. Hirschman [4] has shown that Tn is bounded on the power

weighted spaces L2(R", |x|") if -1 < a < 1.

If fix) is radial, fix) = /0(|x|), x G R", then (TJ)(x) is also radial and we write

(TJ)(x) = (ÄJÖX|x|). C. Herz [3] proved that Tn restricted to radial functions is

bounded in LP(R") provided 2«/(« + I) <p < 2n/(n — 1). This range for/» is

best possible and in fact, as C. Kenig and P. Tomas [5] have shown recently, this

operation is not of weak type (p, p) forp = 2n/(« + 1) orp = 2n/(n — 1).

The purpose of this paper is to prove certain weighted analogues of the result of

Herz. We shall give sufficient conditions on a nonnegative weight function w(|x|) so

that T„ restricted to radial functions is bounded in L'ÎR", w(|x|)). When applied to

power weights, w(|x|) = |x|", the sufficient conditions are also necessary. Our main

result is the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. Let I <p < oo, l/p + l/p' = 1 and suppose u(r) is a nonnegative

function defined on (0, oo) for which there is a constant Ksuch that

i/p'

(1.1)

/ (b      u(r)r»-x V"{ r„   gQj^V^       \

Va   (l + r)<"-l*/2     )    Va   (l + r)*-v/a     I

whenever 0 < a < b < oo. T7ie« there is a constant C depending only on n,p and K

such that

(1.2) f \(TJ)(x)\"<4\x\) dx<cf |/(x)|MW) dx
R" R"

for every radial function f E LP(R", w(|x|)).

Taking w(r) = ra, it is an elementary exercise to check that «(/•) satisfies (1.1) if

and only if -« + (« — l)p/2 < a <-« + (« + \)p/2. If fix) is the characteristic

function of (x G R": |x| < e}, e > 0 small, then |(Ty)(x)| behaves essentially like

cjx|~(''+1)/2 as |x| —>• oo so that (1.2) applied to this / shows that a < -« +

(« + l)p/2. A simple duality argument then shows that a > -n + (n — l)p/2 is

also necessary for (1.2) to hold. Thus we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1. If <¿(r) = ra then (1.2) holds if and only //-« + («- l)p/2 < a

<-« + (« + l)p/2.

In particular, if we set a = 0 in Corollary 1 we recover the result of Herz cited

above.

It may also be noted that when « = 1 the condition (1.1) is the A^ condition of

Muckenhoupt [7] applied to w(r) considered as an even function on R. The A^

condition is known to be both necessary and sufficient for (1.2) when « = 1.

By considering separately the three fundamental cases 0 = a < 6 < 1, 1 = a <

b, 0 < a < b < 2a, it is easy to see that if w satisfies (1.1) for « = 1, p = 2, then w

satisfies (1.1) for all « > \,p = 2 (with a new constant K). Thus we have Corollary

2.

Corollary 2. If p = 2 and u(r) considered as an even function on R satisfies

Muckenhoupt's A2 condition, then (1.2) holds.

On the other hand, if « > 1 there are u which satisfy (1.1) but do not satisfy the

Ap condition. Corollary 1 provides examples for this if p =£ 2 since «(/•) = r"

satisfies the A^, condition if and only if -I <a <p — 1, while the example

<o(r) = ra(l + r)ß~a, -1 < ß < 1, -« < a < n, satisfies (1.1) with/; = 2 but satis-

fies the A2 condition only if -I < ß < I, -I < a < I.

If Pk(x) is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial in R" of degree k and

M\x\)pk(x) G L2(R") it is well known [9, Chapter IV, §2] that

(TJ0Pk)(x) = (-1)*(*„+2JÖ)(W)^(*)

so we have the following generalization of Theorem 1.
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Theorem 2. Let I <p < oo, l/p + \/p' = 1 and let Pk(x) be a homogeneous

harmonic polynomial in R" of degree k. Suppose there is a constant K such that the

nonnegative function u(r) defined on (0, oo) satisfies

I r»       <,(r)r^"-x \/P[ ,*   ^¿^^1    +\"

V«   {l+r)^2*-1»'2     )     V*   (I + r)("+2*-^/2     I
(i.j)

for all 0 < a < b < oo. T7ie« there is a constant C depending only on « + 2k, p and

K such that

(1.4) f \(TJPk)(x)\pw(\x\) dx<cf \f(x)Pk(x)\M\x\) dx
R" R"

for every radial function f with fPk E Lp(Rn, <M\x\)).

Theorem 2 is perhaps of particular interest when p = 2 because of its relation to

a problem of E. Stein [8, Problem 5]. If « is fixed and co satisfies the A2 condition,

then Corollary 2 shows that (1.4) holds for all k > 0 with C depending on k. If it

could be shown that C is bounded as a function of k, the well-known decomposi-

tion of L2(R") in terms of spherical harmonics [9, Chapter IV, §2] would show that

Tn is bounded in L^R", w(|x|)) whenever to satisfies the A2 condition. This would

be consistent with Hirschman's result cited above, and while our methods do not

show it, we conjecture that this is indeed the case.

2. Lemmas. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on several results from [1] and [6]

as well as a representation of R„ given in [5]. These are stated here for convenience

of reference.

If /(*) = /o(l*l)> x G R". then (TJXx) = (/U>X|*|) where

(2.1) (R„g)(s) = r *„(*, r)g(r) dr,       s > 0,
■'o

with

r\      /     i   \n/2

K„(s, r) =   ™2r/_S 2     {sJin_2)/2(2iTr)Jn/2(2TTs) - rJin_2)/2(2TTs)Jn/2(2irr))

and J„ is the Bessel function of order v of the first kind.

For the remainder of this section let 1 <p < oo, l/p + l/p' = 1 and let U(r),

V(r) denote nonnegative functions defined on (0, oo).

Lemma 1 [1, Lemma 1]. Suppose there is a constant K such that

(2.2) (jf* V(r) *)l/'(jf* V(ry'p dr)/P' < K\b - a\

whenever 0 <a < b < 2a. Then there is a constant C depending only on p and K

such that

(2.3) C p.v.  i2' J&- dr"v(s) ds < Cr\f(r)\pV(r) dr.
Jo Js/2 s — r J0
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Lemma 2 ([6], [1]). Suppose there is a constant A such that

(2.4) ( J"°° U(r) dr))/P(fa V(r)-p'/p dr^'" < A

for all a > 0. Then

(2.5) H f/(/-) d/i/(i) A < p(p'Y-lA» r\fir)\"V(r) dr.
Jo   I •'o •'o

The next lemma was proved in [1, Lemma 2] for the special case a0 = 0, but an

examination of the proof shows that it carries over without significant change to

the present situation a0 > 0.

Lemma 3. Suppose a0 > 0 and that for some e > 0 there is a constant K such that

/or a// a > a0. Then there is a constant Kx depending only onp,e and K such that

(,„     (jr^*rtr;w*r<i
/or a// a > a0.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof will be accomplished by proving the three

inequalities

(3.1)

r\(R„J)(s)\''o>(s)s'-x ds<C ("l^iyrjr"-1 dr,       i - 1, 2, 3,
•'o •'o

e

(K/Xs) = P *„,,(*> rW) dr;

KnMr)=[\Kn(s,r)\     iîr<s/V2,

{0 otherwise;

K   (s r)= ¡\K(s,r)\     Hr>V2s,

{0 otherwise;

Kn 2(J; r) m f K(s, r)     iîs/V2 <r<V2s,
\ 0 otherwise;

and K„(s, r) is as given by (2.1).

Consider R„2 first. The change of variable r2 = t shows that (R„af)(s) is the

difference of

_ TTJn/2(2TTs)   f2s2 T(„_2)/2(27rV7)/<"-2>/4

and

<w>M -^ £ "-^;:y"  xv7) *

/p       ,V v       «/(,-2)/2W    f 2*>  Tn/2(2^V7 )i"/4
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Now, from (1.1) it follows that

(/* to(r) dr)l/y *$** drf' < 2-xK\b - a\

whenever 0 < a < b < V2 a, and hence the change of variable r2 = t shows

whenever b2 < 2a2. It is now easy to see that there is a constant C depending on «

andp such that

(  rb2 (P + n/2-l \V'\       J tf*m/2-\ \-P/P      V/p'

l-v (i +/)(n+i)"/4        ;  [v \ (i + o(n+w       /

< CKb\b- a\ <CK\b2~ a2\

whenever b2 < 2a2. Thus V(r) = rp+"/2-x(l + r)-<a+x^4w(V?) satisfies (2.2). The

variable change s' = i2 and the estimate (see [10, pp. 49, 199])

(3.2)
(i + ty + 1/2

followed by an application of Lemma 1 and a further appeal to (3.2) then shows

that

r\(R„,2,lf)(s)\po}(s)s"-x ds

-f TTJn/2(2TrV~s )   f2j T(n-2)/2(2^V7)f("-2)/4Í

< C
/*°o    /-2j

•A)      K/2 S - t
fiV¡)dt

f(Vt)dt

V(s)ds

<¿(VJ)
j"/2-^

< C jf°V(li_2)/2r>v7 )í<"-2>/4/(V7 )\Pv(t) dt

<C [X\fir)\prn-X(c(r)dr
Jo

for suitable constant C depending on «, />, À', not necessarily the same at each

occurrence. A similar derivation applies to R„¿¿- This proves (3.1) for i = 2.

Now consider RnX. Because of (3.2) we have

rn/2 ( rn/2~lsn/2 + l

Kn'l(S' r) < Cs<"-2>/2\s2 - r2\ { (1 + r)<"-1)/2(l + sY"+i)/2

rn/2+\sn/2-\ ~\

(l + r)<"+I)/2(l+i) x(n-I)/2

-"-1

<c
(1 + r)(-»/2(l + ,)(-+•>/* ■
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for suitable constants C depending only on n, where to obtain the last inequality

we used r < s/V2 whenever K^ x(s, r) i= 0. Thus,

and hence (3.1) for i = 1 will follow from Lemma 2 if we show that (1.1) implies

p-\

<C
( fœ      a(s)sn-x        A(fa   u(s)-p'/psn-x     A

for all a > 0 with C depending only on/?, « and K. To show this, note that (1.1)

leads to

/ ,,      *(r)r»-x \l f    ̂ r)-p^-x       \'"' I ('(UL-)-1 +f
[I   (l + rf-1»'3      )Vo    (l + rf-X^/2      I Ull+W )

whenever 0 < a < t. Multiplying this inequality by (1 + t)~p~2, integrating the

result over t > a, then applying Fubini's theorem on the left side shows that

\p-i
//-°°/l+a\      u(r)r"-x \l r°   u(r)-p'/prn-x       Y

Va   I 1 + /• i (l + ry»+»r/i      j[j0    (1 + r)(»->W      j

(3.4) < (, + 1)^(, + a) /; ^(^ firbP är)P dt

<(p+ l)Kp(l + a)  C —^—2 = 0> + l)Kp.
Ja       (1  + t)2

Except for the factor (1 + a)/(l + r) in the left integral this is (3.3). To see that

this factor may be deleted we consider separately the cases a < 1 and a > 1. If

a > a0 = 1, (3.4) is clearly equivalent to

/ r(a\<*(r)(l + rr-x^2     \l"{ r°    <*(rYP''pr»-x       \

\Ja   \r)   rp       r(n-i)(p-i) j     \J0   (1 + r)(„-iW2     j

i/p'

< CK

for a suitable constant C depending on p and «, and then Lemma 3 applied with

e = 1, V(r) = «(/■)( 1 + r)("-1)/>/2r-(«-iX/'-i) shows that the factor a/r may be

deleted provided CK is replaced by a new constant Kx depending on K, n, and p.

The result is then equivalent to (3.3). Now if a < a0 = 1 the left side of (3.3) is

bounded by the sum of

/ r.       U(r)r-X \l ri    U(ry'/pr*-x       Y~'

Va   (l + rf+x^2     IVo   (I + r)(n-1)p'/2     f

and

,P-\

a W     drUP   ^V"   #1
i     (1 + r)in + »p/2     )V°   (1 + r)("-'W2
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That the first of these has the required bound follows directly from (1.1) while the

boundedness of the second is merely the case a = 1 of (3.3) which we have already

proved. This completes the proof of (3.3) and hence also of (3.1) for i = 1.

Finally, consider R„3. The desired inequality could be proved in a manner

similar to that used to deal with R„x but a proof by duality is more convenient.

Note that if w(r) satisfies (1.1) for some/7, then a(r)~p/p satisfies (1.1) for/?'. Since

we have proved (3.1) for / = 1 it then follows that

(3.5) r\(Rn,xf)(s)\MsTP'/ps"-i ds<C r\fir)\p^rr'/pr"-x dr
Jo Jo

whenever (1.1) holds. Let g(s) > 0. Fubini's Theorem shows that

r\(Rn,3f)(s)\g(sMs)s"-x ds < fg(sMs)s"-x ds  f" \K„(s, r)\ \f(r)\ dr
J0 J0 JV2 s

= r\f(r)\(Rn,xgu)(r)r'-xdr.

Applying Holder's inequality we see that this is bounded by

(jH/WIM')'"-1 dr)1/P(JJ'\(^xgo>)(r)\pU(r)-p'\'>-x drf"

and then (3.5) shows that this in turn is bounded by

(JoX\f(r)\pu(r)r>-x dtf''\c Ç\g(s)\»'o(s)s»-x d,)*"'.

The converse of Holder's inequality now yields (3.1) for i = 3. This completes the

proof of Theorem 1.
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